
Disrupting Traditional
FDM Support Removal
to Enable Scalable
Additive Manufacturing

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THIS WHITE PAPER INCLUDE:
·

PostProcess’ Volumetric Velocity Dispersion (VVD) solution shows an average 73% decrease in cycle time
compared to a conventional submersion tank solution.

· Interior support structure designs with limited accessibility can experience rapid support removal (SR) without
·

the drawbacks of soaking.

A software-controlled approach designed for FDM alleviates the post-print bottleneck to expedite iterative
designs and ramp up volumes to production levels.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PostProcess’ patented VVD technology is effective for the wide variety of soluble supports within the FDM
family. The following subset has been chosen to articulate the solution’s effectiveness across common materials and applications. The specific materials being examined in this paper are:
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS-M30), utilizing SR-30 supports
SR-30 is used with various types of ABS as well as ASA, meaning it is used across many industries for
common prototyping or functional builds.
Polycarbonate (PC), utilizing SR-100 support
SR-100 pairs with PC and is aimed at more functional builds and prototypes, typically resulting in strong
parts that can withstand higher temperatures and more rigorous testing.
ST-130, a soluble material printed on its own
ST-130 is used for sacrificial tooling, allowing the user to simplify their production of hollow composite
parts. Following the print, the part undergoes the composite layup and curing step, after which the ST-130
material can be dissolved, leaving only the hollow composite part.
The PostProcess VVD solution is an effective answer to removing soluble FDM support. Across 3 separate
material types, the VVD solution showed a 73% average decrease in cycle time compared with a standard tank
solution:

· SR-30: ·95% decrease in SR time
· SR-100: ·65% decrease in SR time
· ST-130: ·60% decrease in SR time
In addition to speed, this testing shows the efficacy of processing very complex parts featuring multiple internal
channels filled with support material. The results demonstrate the ability of VVD to handle all types of geometries, eliminating the need to completely immerse parts in a traditional tank. This capability monitored by software allows users to focus on other value-added tasks, streamlining a rapid prototyping or production operation.
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INTRODUCTION TO FDM AND SUPPORT REMOVAL OPTIONS
Historically, polymer print technologies have dominated the Additive Manufacturing (AM) industry. According to
the 2019 Wohler’s Report1, this trend has continued with over 77% of service providers delivering polymer parts,
and nearly half of the total respondents surveyed providing no metal parts whatsoever. These numbers demonstrate an increase in polymer part-building services from the previous year. Among the top most profitable print
technologies is Fused Deposition Modeling, or FDM™. From 3D printing enthusiasts to large-scale production
facilities, FDM adds value as a reliable, versatile, and cost-effective option.
This extrusion technology is relatively simple, which factors into its
reliability. As for versatility, FDM offers an array of material options.
Additives and pigmentation can be combined with the raw polymer
prior to extrusion, allowing for a wide range of practical material
options. In addition, soluble support materials are often used to
simplify the support removal (SR) process during post-printing. Some
of the more common build materials leveraging soluble supports
include varieties of ABS, ASA, FDM nylon, and polycarbonate (PC).
FDM also offers a unique soluble material, ST-130, dedicated to sacrificial tooling. Table 1 is a list of the available support materials for
common build material families.
Applications across many industries, like automotive and
aerospace, for example, leverage the benefits of FDM to
generate fixtures and tooling, enable rapid prototyping, and
test form, fit, and function for end-use parts. However, it’s not
*Not an exhaustive list of all FDM material offerings
unusual for bottlenecks to arise in this process, limiting the costTable 1: Available support materials and
effectiveness of this technology. This issue emerges in the third step
corresponding build materials.
of the AM workflow: post-printing. In comparison to the highly digital
preceding steps - design and print - post-printing falls short when lacking a software-driven solution. Not only
does this post-printing bottleneck allow for a massive gap in production, but it impairs throughput capabilities.
Ultimately, the shortcomings of this step limit the investment in FDM technology from reaching its full capacity.

COMMON SUPPORT REMOVAL METHOD
The first required post-print step for FDM geometries is support removal. At this time, submersion tanks are the
industry-adopted method for this process. However, conventional support removal tanks (e.g. SCA tank with
WaterWorks™) pose limitations and risks that are inherent to the process. Some soluble support users may even
avoid submersion tanks due to these drawbacks. The limitations that users have communicated include:
Unpredictable Processing Times
Varying, lengthy cycle times lead to frequent progress checks or overnight processing. This makes
it challenging to deliver end-use parts or iterate quickly.
Extended Dry Times
Submerging a part for hours at a time, especially sparse builds, can lead to water-logging of parts, lengthy
dry times, and delayed shipments to the customer.
Inconsistent Results
Limited temperature control and determining chemistry ratios, especially after evaporation occurs, can
lead to varied results and excessive maintenance activity.
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Susceptibility to Damage
Buoyancy and swelling issues, excessive heat, and lengthy
cycle times lead to imbalanced processing or overexposure,
increasing the risk of breakage or warping.
Chemistry Limitations
The chemistry can become saturated quickly resulting in frequent
changeover, or adding in concentrate at inconsistent ratios.

Excessive heat: Setting or
allowing the tank temperature to reach a higher than
indicated temperature is
likely to damage printed
parts.

INNOVATIVE SUPPORT REMOVAL METHOD
To address these challenges and streamline the FDM workflow, a sophisticated solution for FDM support removal utilizes VVD technology.
This technology takes an unconventional approach rooted in software.
The solution’s AUTOMAT3D software platform controls and monitors
energy through a network of high-volume jet streams. This technology
creates a low-pressure sweeping agitation using proprietary detergent
designed specifically for FDM (see Graphic 1, right). Combining unique
mechanical and chemical rates of removal (mRoR, cRoR) with software
intelligence creates a unique opportunity for FDM users.

Graphic 1 - VVD Technology represented in
the PostProcess DECI
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Features of the VVD technology that offset the challenges with a conventional tank include:
Rapid Support Removal
Configurable agitation, including concentrated flex nozzles,
that dissolves support material quickly, and gently rushes it
away from the surface to ensure constant support removal
action. This allows for the fastest cycle times in the industry.
Reduced Dry Times
Minimizing exposure to chemistry and eliminating the
submersion process reduces the opportunity for absorption,
offering expedited dry times.
Consistent Results
The ability to bundle key parameters into recipes for future use
ensures consistent processing that enables a predictable
workflow to allow the user to ‘set it and forget it’. Sensor
monitoring guarantees that the energy sources contributing to
the mRoR & cRoR remain within optimal ranges during each
cycle.
Damage Mitigation
Low-pressure agitation, refined temperature control, and
limited exposure time combined with auto-dosed chemistry
minimize the risk of warping fragile geometries.
Increased Detergent Capacity
Enables over 2 times the amount of support material weight per
volume of detergent compared to the alternative soluble
concentrate. This minimizes the manual labor time required
between changeovers and the recurring cost of disposal.
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Graphic 2 - Example FDM workflow scenario

Automatically
maintain system
temperature
between cycles or
shifts

Hands-free
introduction of
chemistry to ensure
optimal tank level

Introduces
detergent when
below pH threshold

Power drain and
refill the system
after a set number
of cycles

Image 1 - A sample of available options to further automate the VVD technology as desired.

The software screenshot above highlights advanced features such as detergent leveling, standby temperature
control, and power drain capabilities to assist in a proactive approach to both part processing and maintenance.
This software intelligence further streamlines the FDM support removal process, helping to eliminate the postprint bottleneck.
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The tests conducted in this paper will explore a series of application benefits as a result of leveraging the VVD
technology:

· VVD technology provides an incredibly effective support removal process for SR-30, SR-100, and ST-130.

- VVD has also been successfully utilized outside of this set of testing for all other soluble supports,
including SR-20, SR-35, and SR-110.

· Overall processing time is significantly shortened when compared to traditional submersion support removal
·

methods.

Using VVD, complex parts with hard-to-access support material can be processed in similar cycle times as
basic geometries. The cycle time on these complex geometries is also drastically short in comparison to
traditional tank-based support removal cycle times.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
The increased efficiencies of VVD support removal result in a tangible ROI. Thanks to higher throughput, users
can cut down on costs while wasting less time and fewer resources.
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TEST OVERVIEW
The focus of the following testing is to:
· Demonstrate capability across a sample of common support materials
- Support materials tested: SR-30, SR-100, ST-130
· Document overall processing times
- Demonstrate rapidly increased processing speed vs. traditional tank method
- Demonstrate the ability to remove support from difficult to access areas

PARTS AND METHOD
In each scenario, four identical parts will be post-processed. Two parts will be processed in a PostProcess VVD
solution, the BASE, with parameters derived through part characterization. To focus energy on a small batch size,
the rack motion will be set to travel within a 45 mm range. The other two parts are going to be processed in a
common submersion tank, SCA-3600, with WaterWorks soluble concentrate at the recommended temperature.
Below are the initial settings used for each solution:
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Image 2 - Real-time process monitoring of key parameters by the AUTOMAT3D software ran
on the VVD technology in the PostProcess BASE.

SCENARIO 1

PC bulid material with SR-100 support material

This part has been included to represent an average geometry that shares general characteristics with most
industry examples. The cycle time in the PostProcess VVD solution will be compared to an SCA-3600 tank utilizing WaterWorks. Mass of the parts will be documented following every 30 minutes of processing.
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SCENARIO 2

ABS-M30 build material with
SR-30 support material

With multiple perpendicular channels ranging from 3mm to 13mm in diameter, this control valve will show the
ability of the VVD solution’s flex nozzles to remove supports from parts that would typically require a lengthy full
immersion process.

SCENARIO 3

Using a simple cylinder of ST-130 inside of an ABS-M30 cup, the speed of dissolution in the VVD solution will be
compared to that of the SCA tank.
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RESULTS
Scenario 1: Bracket Prototype Part
This geometry demonstrates a standard part in which the majority of support material is external. When compared to a traditional submersion tank, the VVD technology allows the user to better control support removal
with advanced process monitoring capabilities. Batches of similar parts could leverage this same process, with
similar process parameters for consistent results and simplified repeatability.
BEFORE

AFTER

Bracket Prototype parts were placed on the part tray with no additional fixturing or support, which is the most common method when
utilizing the VVD solution.

The results in Figure 1 show that VVD far outpaced the traditional tank method. The two ABS-M30/SR-30 parts
were completed in 20 and 22 minutes, compared to the examples in the tank, clocking in at 240 minutes (4
hours) each. It should be noted that when submerged in the tank, the rise in mass at the 30-minute data point
demonstrates the absorption of fluid.

Bracket Prototype SR-30

See
Image 3

Figure 1: Support removed by weight over time for SR-30 in both the VVD solution and the SCA tank.

The chart displays VVD solutions resulting in cycle times approximately

12 times faster than the submersion tank process that was tested.
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From the point shown in the image to the right, an
additional 2.5 hours was required to completely
remove the support material from the part in the
SCA tank. This required extensive operator attendance to check progress repeatedly. This time period alone is over 5 times the length of the entire
VVD cycle.
The PC/SR100 results also show a significant reduction in cycle time when compared with a tank.
The VVD solution removed over 99% of the support
material mass within 30 minutes, removing material
from the remaining crevices in a total of 60 minutes.
The tank method required 150 and 165 minutes to
remove the support material completely. In this scenario the submersion tank had almost 10% variation
between cycle times, while the VVD solution delivered consistent processing times.

Image 3 - Bracket Prototype part ABS-M30/SR-30 after 90 minutes in
the SCA tank showing the remaining support material. Without VVD
technology, this remaining material is exceedingly difficult to remove
at a quick rate.

In Figure 2, the 60-minute data points seem to
indicate very similar masses. However, visual inspection of the parts clearly show that support remained on the
tank parts (similar to the ABS-M30/SR-30 in Figure 1 shown above).
Parts run in the VVD technology were completely absent of any support material. More complex geometries
incur longer cycle times. It is worth noting that in a submersion tank with WaterWorks, it is recommended
to check PC parts every 4 hours to alleviate any potential degradation of the part’s mechanical properties.

Bracket Prototype SR-100

Figure 2: Support removed by weight over time for SR-100 in both the VVD solution and the SCA tank.

The chart shows that the cycle time of the VVD solution is less
submersion tank’s cycle time.
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than half of the

Scenario 2: Control Valve Part
The complexity of the control valve geometries introduces a challenge that unquestionably hinders the traditional tank method of support removal. The support material was trapped within a series of cylindrical channels
throughout the part, with little surface area accessible by any solvent. The VVD solution addressed internal
channels with a unique configuration using flexible nozzles. These accessories are easily adapted to the VVD
technology as needed per application. With the top spray rack still dispersing high volume agitation, external
supports are removed simultaneously. In addition to the proprietary chemistry and software utilized to control
the process, the physical ability of the system to create various pressures allowed the user to direct high flow
into specific areas.

Figure 3: Control valve printed in PC with
SR-100 support material

Figure 4: Center cross-section view showing internal passages.
The accessible diameters range from 3mm to 13mm.

VVD application option - flexible nozzle setup with guide posts to address the internal
channels of the control valve.
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Figure 5: Average cycle time for support removal of control valve parts, SR-30 and SR-100, in both the VVD solution
and the SCA tank. VVD’s comparatively short cycle time is made clear in the chart.

For SR-30, the VVD solution completely removed support from the geometry in less than 1 hour. The tank method
required 13 hours to complete the same task. Looking at SR-100, VVD output a finished part in less than 2 hours
while the tank method took almost 7 hours.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Scenario 3: Sacrificial Mold Part
As shown to the right, the orange ABS-M30 is acting as a standin for the typical carbon fiber layup that would be applied to the
exterior of the ST-130 print. The standard VVD spray configuration can be used for this geometry. To demonstrate an additional application consideration for the flexible nozzles, flow from two nozzles was
directed into the top of the open ABS-M30 pipe. The highly directed flow, in combination with the surrounding spray from above and
below, was able to completely remove the support material in less than half
the time of the traditional tank method. The guide posts do not require rigid
clamping of the geometry. This allows for part flexibility with a single configuration. This is the same setup used in the testing of the control valve part in
Scenario 1.

Figure 6: Average cycle time for support removal of sacrificial tooling parts,
ST-130, in both the VVD solution and the SCA tank. The VVD solution completely
removed the support material in less than half the time of the traditional tank
method.

BEFORE

AFTER
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CONCLUSIONS
Automated soluble support removal using VVD technology dramatically reduces the time and resources required
to post-print FDM support material. The array of support materials and part geometries is no longer a roadblock,
as it currently is with the traditional tank method of soluble support removal.
Users with large prototyping operations, or those scaling to production volumes, will experience an attractive ROI
and unlock rapid design iteration and throughput capabilities while minimizing operator errors.
The precise control over the process provided by the AUTOMAT3D software, in concert with the additive-focused
hardware and chemistry design, enables the user to move into the digital era of post-processing and future-proof
their additive operation.
For many FDM users, post-printing does not end with support removal alone. PostProcess Technologies also
engineers automated, software-driven solutions to reduce layer lines and achieve a target roughness. Learn
more at www.postprocess.com.
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